GARRETT PECK, Walt Whitman in Washington, D.C.: The Civil War and America's Great Poet. Charleston, SC: History Press, 2015. 192 pp. Walt Whitman in Washington, D. C. will appeal to readers curious to see Whitman's life overlaid with the evolving urban history of the capital. The book straddles the genres of biography and literary travel guide. Garrett Peck offers a narrative-driven portrait of Whitman seen through the overlapping frames of nineteenth-and twenty-first century D.C. The author of Capital Beer: A Heady History of Brewing in Washington, D.C.; Prohibition in Washington D.C.: How Dry We Weren't; and The Potomac River: A History and Guide, Peck is first and foremost a writer concerned with the history of Washington. Peck's background as a tour guide with the Smithsonian Associates permeates his prose. This is much more an exploration of a city than of a poet.
Attuned to general readers not already intimate with Whitman's life and work, this book focuses on the decade that Whitman lived in Washington (1863 Washington ( -1873 . Peck seeks to elevate the poet's place within the contemporary cityscape, and to illuminate the impact that the the Civil War. He begins with the premise that Whitman is most often associated with New York City, or, in his twilight years, with Camden, New Jersey. Aside from the Civil War, Peck argues, Whitman's Washington has not entered the cultural zeitgeist:
When people asked why I was writing this book, I explained that Whitman lived in Washington, D. C. for ten years. "He did?!" was the near universal response. They knew he served as a hospital volunteer during the Civil War, but not that Coming out of the north entrance of the Dupont Circle Metro station, you'll see part of Whitman's poem "The Wound-Dresser" carved into the giant stone that surrounds the entrance. . . . The poem was carved into the station entrance in 2007. It echoes the AIDS crisis of the 1980s and 1990s, when thousands of gay men were dying of the disease. Another Whitman poem is quoted at the Archives-Navy Memorial Metro Station, his "Prayer of Columbus." Two more are carved in pink granite in Freedom Plaza, one from 1855, the other from 1888. In the Mount Pleasant neighborhood, there is a firebox converted into street art showing Civil War casualties arriving at Mount Pleasant Hospital. The back quotes Whitman's poem "Dirge for Two Veterans" (16-17).
As someone who lived in Washington while researching a book about Whitman, I appreciated Peck's depictions of the poet's enduring presence in public spaces. I always caught my breath when ascending or descending under "The Wound-Dresser" at Dupont Circle. I first learned of the Mount Pleasant firebox sculpture when reading this book, however; had I known of it then I would have made sure to visit the site.
One part of Peck's interpretation of the era, the city, and Whitman does not ring true to this reviewer. Despite its author's impressive knowledge of Whitmanian Washington, the book provides a less than nuanced rendering of one of the most vital and complex aspects of Whitman's life during the war years-the poet's "magnetic" attachment to wounded soldiers. Writing about Whitman's hospital work, Peck lapses into heteronormative rhetoric: "The soldiers Walt met in the hospital wards must have provided every sort of temptation for him" (97). The book drastically oversimplifies the erotic reciprocity that characterized nineteenth-century same-sex relationships. The following passage on Whitman's friendship with John Burroughs offers one example:
One Sunday, Burroughs ran into Walt, who was en route to a hospital with his Burroughs accepted. It was this hospital visit that helped solidify their friendship. John was a confirmed heterosexual, but Walt undoubtedly took a fancy to his young lettered comrade. Just a month after meeting Whitman, Burroughs confessed to a friend, "I have been much with Walt. Have even slept with him. I love him very much. The more I see him and talk with him, the greater he becomes to me." The phrase "have even slept with him" isn't necessarily taken in a sexual sense: they simply shared a bed one night. But it was clear that John had a "man crush"-if you will-on Walt (84).
This two-dimensionality recurs at pivotal moments throughout the binary sexual borders. As the term "man crush" suggests, perhaps in an effort to be more approachable, Peck displays a curious lack of interest -tions onto Whitman's sexual milieu. How, precisely, is nineteenth-century sexuality "confirmed"? Engagement with queer histories such as Jonathan Katz's Love Stories: Sex Between Men Before Homosexuality Peck's work is strongest when focused on the urban history of the District. One compelling example is his account of the recent rediscovery of Clara Barton's Missing Soldiers Office. As the war drew to a close, Barton transitioned from nursing to searching for soldiers. She converted the boarding house rooms that had previously stored hospital supplies into the Missing Soldiers Office, where she responded to thousands of letters from families requesting assistance. According to Peck, Barton helped locate more than 20,000 soldiers. In 1868, Barton closed the Missing Soldiers Office, storing some of her possessions in the attic, where the material was forgotten until 1997. When the building was being prepared for demolition, a contractor noticed a letter protruding from the ceiling. Upon entering the attic, he found, in Peck's words, "a veritable Clara Barton time capsule, untouched for more than a century" (70). This discovery saved the building from destruction; a museum opened on the site in 2014, under the direction of the National Museum of Civil War Medicine. Peck's book, then, can introduce unfamiliar readers, particularly D.C. residents and visitors seeking to retrace the poet's Civil War footsteps, to a pivotal time in Whitman's life and Washington's history. Scholars and readers familiar with Whitman Studies are unlikely to find this book essential. Yet, as evidence of continued popular interest in this vital point in Whitman's biography, we should find its publication heartening. 
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